Field Interaction – The Soul, Emotions and Intention
Plasma (review):
Everything that we see in our universe is made from interacting magnetic fields of different
strengths, speeds and densities. From the smallest particles, atoms, molecules, to plants,
animals, our bodies our world, the planets, our solar system, every galaxy and even the
universe.
A plasma consists of millions of magnetic gravitational fields that come together and interact
in a dynamic way. Interaction of different magnetic fields of different strengths create the
initial seed of the plasma, where the outward flowing fields of the plasma are known as
magnetic fields and the inward flowing fields are knows as gravitational fields.
Everything within our universe is a plasma, from the smallest atom to grains of sand, a flower,
a bird, our bodies, a tree, the earth, the moon, our sun, our solar system, the galaxies and the
universe.
A plasma constantly gives out fields freely. They flow into the environment. The fields that
are not needed by the environment flow back into the plasma from which they originated. It is
a principal of giving and receiving unconditionally. Giving what is needed, taking back what is
not needed.
We look at space and we think there is emptiness between the earth and the moon or
between the planets or stars, when in fact space is filled to overflowing with invisible magnetic
and gravitational fields. All moving at different speeds and interacting.
Our three dimensional physical reality is nothing more than a manifestation that results when
magnetic fields come together under certain conditions and interact. Physical reality is
created when fields interact at a certain speed. Fields that travel faster or slower than the
speed of those that create our reality exist outside of our reality in other dimensions.
The magnetic gravitational fields of the earth create the earths environment which influences
how fields will interact to create life on earth. The physical objects on earth are unique to
earth because of earths unique environment. Life on other planets will not be identical to that
of earth unless the conditions of field interaction on that planet are identical to that of earth.
Plasmas manifest themselves in different physical forms because of different environmental
conditions. Will they combine to make a body, a rock, a tree, a planet?

Our bodies are nothing more than a collection of millions of fields that have come together
and are interacting to form a plasma that we define as the human body. Amino acids,
proteins, muscles, bones, skin, blood are all collections of fields; individual plasmas that
combine to create the body plasma.
The magnetic fields that make up your body originate from the fields of our solar systems sun,
our galaxy and our universe. Nothing in the world or universe can exist without magnetic
fields. This has been the mystery of creation. The universe is simply magnetic gravitational
fields constantly in motion and interacting, moving at different speeds and strengths.
Every plasma is like a wound up spring. The strongest fields are at the centre of the spring.
The weakest fields are in the outermost parts of the plasma. This is the same for our bodies.
The strongest fields reside within the soul.

You are a plasma. Your energetic field blends and mixes with your environment. Negative
emotions create blockages and filter both what enters and exits your body.
What you eat, what you see, what you hear, what you touch, what you smell, what you are
thinking and what you breathe in, all affect your energetic state. The fields that you emit will
change depending on your emotional state and the state of your body.
When we understand the fields and how they work, we can work on giving unconditionally.
We are all One and nothing is separate. Our fields interact with everything around us and the
fields all around us interact with us. Choose how you want to interact.

The Soul:
What is the soul? We are the soul. The soul is giving, it is pure love and this never changes.
The soul is the creator; we are the creator. The soul manifests itself as a physical body in this
reality. It has layers just like the body has layers. The soul speaks very quietly. It is our
intuition. The physical world is loud and often drowns out our inner (soul) voice. The soul
tells us the difference between good and bad, it is our conscience.
What is the body? The body is a plasma made up of magnetic and gravitational fields. The
soul manifests the body in the womb, it creates the body. The body allows the soul to exist
and experience within physical reality. The body has layers and is a manifestation of the soul
interacting with the environment in which it exists.
What are emotions? Emotions are fields that are emitted by the soul. Our emotions are
layered and filter what our soul outwardly projects. Our emotions act as filters of the souls
fields. Emotional filters are the result of our interaction with our environment. Emotional
filters block the souls pure love field strength and they block the strength of the fields that we
intermingle with that emanate from the environment. (Fields given and fields received).
Our thoughts and emotions go out (magnetic fields exiting the body) and come back
(gravitational fields entering the body). They have specific strengths. We create fields with our
thoughts all the time. Imagining leads to intention and creation. We can create the world we
desire.

Intention:

Negativity bombards us in or world. Listen to or watch todays mainstream media. It is very
negative. Be aware of the effects of negativity on your body, emotions and soul. You can
decide not to expose yourself to the negativity or better still you can learn to observe it in a
balanced way and not allow it to influence your emotions which filter the fields coming from
and going to the soul.
We must consciously give correctly at every moment of the day when we interact with our
environment. We must train ourselves to think unconditionally. The body is at the command
of the soul, we must practise intent.

When we create GANS, when we nano-coat, when we use GANS, we must recognize and
understand that our fields intermingle with the fields of our creations and all within our
environment. Positive emotions create positive loving fields. Negative emotions create
negative harmful fields.
When you create nano-coating, be positive. It will affect the outcome of the nano layers; how
good they will work when used for creating GANS. When creating GANS, be positive. Your
energy mixes with the energy fields of everything around you.
When you use a Magrav, when you use a pain pen, be positive and balanced. Carry the
correct intention. Your intention will affect the outcome of how well the plasma will aid you.
The body emits fields, it is a plasma. Our energetic field changes depending on the state of
the body and the emotions. Put the energy of love into everything you do. When you make
GANS, give love to the process. Mix your fields of love with all stages of the creation
process. Carry the correct intention in everything you do in your daily life.
Your intentions, your energy will imprint the GANS you are making. Your energy will be
“inside” the GANS, energetically. It will be carried by the nano layers you create.

Intention of the need for money is the intention of lack. It is a negative energetic intention that
will imprint the GANS if you are thinking this way during the creation process of GANS. If you
use this GANS for healing it will not aid healing.

Intention is the creation of a deliberate conscious plan to complete an action. You must
believe in the power of intention. This is the first step. State your intention. The best way to
specify an intention is to visualize the desired result. For example, imagine how you are when
your pain is gone, when the healing has already happened – how does it change your ability
to move, your habits, your life? Feel what you imagine!
The most successful athletes visualize their performances in the tiniest details – their perfect
performance! They engage all their senses in the mental rehearsal; especially how it
physically feels, the kinetic sensations that they feel inside their body.
Our brain are a muscle which we can exercise; the mental rehearsals constitute a true
cerebral training which is sure to facilitate the movements that the athlete will go through

during her/his performances.
Scientific studies show that the chances of healing of any disease can be predicted up to 93%
in looking at the degree of determination and the details of their visualizations.
State your intention clearly. Your frame of mind after the statement needs to be one of trust.
Remember that your intention intermingles with the magnetic and gravitational fields in your
environment. You are only the channel through which the force, the interaction, will operate.
As a final note, intentions generated by groups of people show best results, especially if a
certain percentage of the members of the group are experienced meditators.

Interaction:

Interacting creates an infinity loop.

The Emotions:
The emotions filter everything (all magnetic and gravitational fields) that enter and exit our
bodies. Our senses are our connection with the external physical world. The connection, via
our senses, is immediate.

An imbalance in emotions can create disease and sickness within the body.

We take in fields that match with our fields. Therefore, if you are giving off negative fields you
will attract negative fields.

The Ego:

Understand that you are a plasma, that you are magnetic and gravitational fields and that you
interact with all of the fields in your environment, positive and/or negative. Recognize the
positive and the negative. Consciously filter out the negative fields. Carry that intention.
Don't allow them to define who you are. Carry the intention of love at every moment of your
existence. Give, love and find balance. Create from the perspective of love and balance.
Build the strength of the fields you don't have. Be humble. Accept that you don't have all the
answers, that you are on a journey of learning and experiencing, but it is HOW you choose to
experience that is so very important.

If you are not in a good mood, that energy will go out and feed back to you. A field of
happiness creates a field of happiness for others. Don't dwell on the negative, observe it, but
give love, not hate.

Be aware. Understand that your consciousness always carries an intention and will therefore
have a definite effect on the world around you whether you are aware of it or not. Learn to
control your intention. Send loving intention to others, to the environment.
Meditation, on a regular basis, calms the mind and will help you in the process of creation of
positive intention. Plasma technology is another tool that can be used to help rebalance your
body and emotions.

The soul is the giver and just wants to give love. Negative emotions create blockages and
hamper the soul from giving.

Plasma Technology:
How can the soul be aided by plasma technology? We can create an environment with
plasma technology that we can experience. The plasma environment will help us to
rebalance our bodies and emotions.
Zinc GANS for example is connected with the emotions. It matures you in how you deal with
things in your daily life. Plasma technology creates environments that we can exist within to
help us rebalance our bodies and emotions, but intention is extremely important and will affect
the effectiveness of plasma technology.

